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WildﬁreNo central database or repository is currently available in the USA to preserve long-term, spatially
extensive records of ﬂuvial geomorphic data or to provide future accessibility. Yet, because of their length
and continuity these data are valuable for future research. Therefore, we built a public accessible website
to preserve data records of two examples of long-term monitoring (40 and 18 years) of the ﬂuvial
geomorphic response to natural disturbances. One disturbance was 50-year ﬂood on Powder River in
Montana in 1978, and the second disturbance was a catastrophic ﬂood on Spring Creek following a
100-year rainstorm after a wildﬁre in Colorado in 1996.
Two critical issues arise relative to preserving ﬂuvial geomorphic data. The ﬁrst is preserving the data
themselves, but the second, and just as important, is preserving information about the location of the
ﬁeld research sites where the data were collected so the sites can be re-located and re-surveyed in the
future. The latter allows long-term datasets to be extended into the future and to provide critical
background data for interpreting future landscape changes. Data were preserved on a website to allow
world-wide accessibility and to upload new data to the website as they become available. We describe
the architecture of the website, lessons learned in developing the website, future improvements, and
recommendations on how also to preserve information about the location of ﬁeld research sites.
Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creative-
commons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Long-term monitoring records of ﬂuvial geomorphic processes
are invaluable contributions to answer current and future scientiﬁc
research questions, and for addressing engineering problems, land
management issues, and stream restoration. Geomorphic records
describe: (1) properties of stream networks, (2) the geometry
and the characteristics of the sediment and vegetation composing
channel beds, channel banks, point bars, ﬂoodplains, and terraces,
(3) measurements of the hydraulic forces on the bed and banks, (4)
concentrations of suspended sediment and bed-load sediment, and
(5) the processes of sediment erosion, transport, and deposition.
Currently, these types of records are used for engineering designs
of bridges and culverts, rainfall-runoff modeling, ﬂood-inundation
mapping related to insurance [9], and studies of channel stability
[42], sediment sources [10,3,48], stratigraphy of oil and gas depos-
its [43], river navigation [24], extreme ﬂoods [50,14], landscape
change [30,6,36], climate change [4], wildlife habitats [11,27,13],
and river restoration [49,17]. A report published by the NationalResearch Council of the United States National Academy of
Sciences maintains that ‘‘the most signiﬁcant technical challenges
include a dearth of sites with instrumentation [measurements] for
long-term (decadal or more) monitoring of basic Earth surface
characteristics and processes. . .’’ [38].
In the future, as yet unknown geomorphic questions covering
different time and spatial scales may be asked. This was recognized
by Luna Leopold, who was the Chief Hydrologist for the U.S.
Geological Survey (1956–66), and he established the Vigil
Network with the purpose ‘‘to record and interpret repeated
observation of basic geomorphic and hydrological processes’’
(p. 333, [40]). Eighty-two sites in Sweden, United States, Puerto
Rico, Israel, and Botswana were initially archived in this database
(http://wwwpaztcn.wr.usgs.gov/vigil/). However, the database is
difﬁcult to discover, has not been updated, and accessibility is
limited [5] so a National Stream Morphology Database was proposed
to address this issue [9]. As of this time (2015), no central database or
repository for geomorphic data has been established within the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) as has been done for the hydrologic data
(National Water Information System, NWIS; http://waterdata.usgs.-
gov/nwis) and remote sensing imagery (Earth Resources
Observation and Science, EROS; http://eros.usgs.gov/).
The USGS Data Management website (http://www.usgs.gov/
datamanagement/index.php) provides guidance throughout the
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and capturing workﬂow. At the present time the Federal
Geographic Data Committee endorses the Content Standard for
Digital Geospatial Metadata (CSDGM), but is transitioning to the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO). A link to a
creation tool for Digital Object Identiﬁers (http://mercury-ops2.
ornl.gov/DOI/) is available on the USGS Data Management website.
The USGS ScienceBase (http://www.sciencebase.gov) is a possible
repository for geomorphic data and is linked to the USGS Science
Data Catalog, which has tags for animal behavior, biogeochemistry,
ecosystems, hazard mitigation, and hydrology, but no tag for geo-
morphology at the present time. That being said, all cross-section
information (a form of geomorphic data) associated with USGS
stream gages is stored and available to the public from the
National Water Information System (NWIS). Other cross-section
information and photographs used to support conclusions in
USGS Series reports are contained in those reports as illustrations
or in appendixes of those reports (e.g., [29,31]). Some USGS
Science Centers are creating GUI-based map interfaces to provide
geomorphic-related photos and cross-section data to the public
(e.g., http://soﬁa.usgs.gov/exchange/ding_wqs/index.php and
http://woodshole.er.usgs.gov/ﬁeld-activity-data/2005-004-FA)
(Keith Kirk, USGS, per. communication, 20 January 2015).
Geomorphic response to disturbances (e.g., ﬂoods, wildﬁre,
earthquakes, tsunamis, and landslides) is of interest to scientists
as well as to land and emergency managers. This paper describes
one of the ﬁrst efforts by scientists in the USGS National
Research Program to preserve long-term geomorphic records col-
lected after two ﬂood disturbances. This research continues and
therefore we elected to create a website (with the action link
http://dx.doi.org/10.5066/F70Z719C) where existing data for
Powder River in Montana could be preserved and made available
to the public and where new data for Powder River and Spring
Creek in Colorado, once approved by the USGS internal review pro-
cess, could be added annually instead of using a repository such as
USGS ScienceBase. We also continue to upgrade the website by
implementing USGS data management policies and guidelines for
preserving data. When the current research at either site ends,
then the dataset for that site will be easily moved to a selected
repository where it will have the best chance of being discovered
and used by future researchers. Policies of the U.S. Ofﬁce
Management and Budget (OBM) require that data collected by
U.S. government agencies be available to the public into perpetu-
ity. Perpetuity is deﬁned as the useful life, which based on the
U.S. National Archive and Records Administration (NARA) schedule
for this type of data is 100 years or until no longer needed, which-
ever is longer (Keith Kirk, USGS, per. communication, 20 January
2015).
In this context, we consider it appropriate to account for our
own sources of inspiration (1) to establish and preserve long-term
data collection efforts, and (2) for the hope that these efforts might
be exploited by future generations of geomorphologists. Our most
immediate source of inspiration was the long-term study of ﬂuvial
geomorphic change in Watts Branch (Maryland, USA) that was
begun by Luna Leopold in 1952, whose data are archived in
Philadelphia at the American Philosophical Society. The Watts
Branch sites have been re-located by Andrew Miller and additional
scientiﬁc papers have been published [18,19]. Also strongly
inspiring was the re-survey of old (1887–89) cross-shore proﬁles
(74 out of original 229) by John Zeigler and his colleagues in
1958–59 to document shoreline erosion on the outer arm of
Cape Cod [51,52]. And most inspiring of all, perhaps, was the initial
42 years (1874–1915) of annual topographic re-surveys made of
the Rhone Glacier by the Swiss Army and later used by
Mercanton [23] for a doctoral dissertation. The surveys were
discontinued at the onset of World War I, but re-located andre-surveyed after the war and the data have served glaciology
and climate science: as an unparalleled historical record [7,39],
as basis for the construction and calibration of predictive
numerical models (e.g., [46,8]), and in studies of climate change
(e.g., [45]).
2. Monitoring methods of channel change
The ﬁrst disturbance that caused substantial channel change
was an extreme ﬂood of Powder River in southeastern Montana
(Fig. 1) in May 1978 in response to unusually heavy rainfalls
caused by an anomalous atmospheric circulation pattern
[41,30,35,26]. The second disturbance was the May 1996 Buffalo
Creek wildﬁre (Fig. 2) that burned entire trees and severely altered
soil properties in the Front Range Mountains near Denver,
Colorado. Subsequent rain in July 1996 produced catastrophic
ﬂoods on Buffalo Creek (two people were killed; [1]) and on
Spring Creek [25,32–34]. The spatial scale of these two watersheds
affected by ﬂood disturbance is quite different—the monitored
reach of Powder River drains an area of 22,657 square km, whereas
Spring Creek drains an area of 26.8 square km.
2.1. Channel cross sections
Powder River is a muddy, perennial, northward-ﬂowing
meandering river (Fig. 1) bordered by groves of cottonwoods.
River slopes average 0.001 through the monitored reach. Bankfull
width [47] is approximately 50 m, mean annual discharge is
12.7 m3 s1 (500 million m3 y1), and Powder River transports an
average of 2–3 million metric tons of suspended sediment per year
[29]. Powder River is essentially a ‘‘natural river’’ with no major
anthropogenic manipulations (e.g., dam, diversions, and recre-
ation) except pumping from the river to irrigate alfalfa ﬁelds dur-
ing the spring and summer. ‘‘Natural’’ landscapes are difﬁcult to
ﬁnd [38] and thus Powder River is suitable as a ‘‘geomorphic stan-
dard’’ to use to guide river restoration and to evaluate the effect of
‘‘human actions’’ on other rivers. It already has been identiﬁed as a
‘‘reference standard in the Large Prairie River classiﬁcation’’ [44].
Initially, 20 channel cross sections were fortuitously established
and monumented along a 93-km reach of Powder River during the
summers of 1975 and 1977 before the extreme ﬂood of 1978 [29].
Channel cross sections are designated by ‘PR’ and the river distance
rounded to the nearest kilometer (as the river length varies with
time; see for example p. 4. [26]) downstream from the mouth of
Crazy Woman Creek (e.g., PR151, Fig. 1). This designation system
allows new cross sections to be established at a later time without
having to renumber or use letters (e.g., PR141.7). The letter ‘A’ is
used to identify cross sections that were lost (during the ﬂood of
1978) and re-established near the original cross section, or new
cross-sections that were established on cutoffs created by the ﬂood
of 1978 (e.g., PR122A and PR141A). The ﬁrst channel cross section
(PR113) is 0.5 km upstream from the bridge over Powder River at
Moorhead, Montana (near the Wyoming-Montana state line),
which is the current site of a stream gage (USGS 06324500
Powder River at Moorhead, Montana or PR113.5 in our designation
system). The last of the channel cross sections (PR206) was 1.3 km
downstream from the US 212 highway bridge at Broadus, Montana
where another stream gage (USGS 06324710 Powder River at
Broadus, Montana or PR204.7 in our designation system) was oper-
ated from 1975 to 1992. The locations of all but one of the 20 origi-
nal channel cross sections were recovered after the ﬂood of 1978,
and the original data and subsequent surveys provided before-
and-after data with which to evaluate ﬂood’s effects ([26]; see also
Fig. 3 of this paper). Four additional cross-channel sections
(PR122A, PR141A, PR156A, and PR200A) were established and
monumented after the ﬂood. All cross sections were re-surveyed
Fig. 1. Location of channel cross sections along the reach of Powder River in southeastern, Montana, USA, which has been used to investigate the long-term effects of an
extreme ﬂood in 1978 on channel morphology.
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channel cross sections were surveyed intermittently through 2014.
Spring Creek is an ephemeral and discontinuous mountain
stream (channel slope 0.02) that runs approximately west to east
with no year-round source of snowmelt. Spring Creek was an
ungaged watershed before the 1996 wildﬁre, and after the 1996
Buffalo Creek wildﬁre a stream gage was installed (USGS site
number 06701970, Spring Creek above mouth near South Platte,
Colorado; http://waterdata.usgs.gov) and co-located with a rain
gage inApril 1997. An additional rain gagewas installed in the upper
reaches of Spring Creek (USGS site number 392144105132401;
http://waterdata.usgs.gov). During the ﬁrst year (1997) after the
wildﬁre, the mean annual discharge based on seasonal records
(April–September) was 0.22 m3 s1, which decreased to an annual
dischargeof 0.016 m3 s1 in 2002. The latter couldbeused as an esti-
mate of the mean annual discharge before the wildﬁre disturbance.
Lying at elevations that range from 1880 to 2360 m above sea level
(Fig. 2), the Spring Creekwatershed is forestedmostly by ponderosa
pine (Pinus ponderosa, south-facing hillslopes) and Douglas-ﬁr
(Pseudotsuga menziesii, north-facing hillslopes) [32] with
cottonwood (Populus ssp.) and multiple species of willows (Salix
spp.) in the riparianzone (J. Friedman,USGS, 2003, personal commu-
nication). Initially 148 channel cross sections (XS) were established
at approximately equal intervals (10 m) andmonumented along a
1.5 km reach from the original conﬂuence of Spring Creek and the
South Platte River (e.g., XS-2.7 is2.7 mdownstream from the origi-
nal conﬂuence in 1996) and ending at the stream gage (USGS
06701970 or XS1450, i.e., 1,450 m upstream from the original con-
ﬂuence in 1996). These channel cross sections were re-surveyedmultiple times per year from 1996 through 2000, and then annually
or biannually from 2001 through 2014 (depending on the cross sec-
tion). As the response to the wildﬁre disturbance decreased with
time, the number of channel cross sections was reduced to 44–63
(spaced 20–30 m apart) during the last survey in 1998 through
the ﬁrst survey in 2000, and then reduced to 13–19 channel cross
sections (spaced 100 m apart) for the last survey in 2000 and for
the succeeding surveys through 2014.
2.2. Topographic surveys
Topographic surveys measure the horizontal distance of a point
on the ground from a horizontal reference point and the vertical
elevation of the ground point above some vertical reference eleva-
tion. These two basic ‘‘raw’’ data values can then be plotted to pro-
duce a cross-section proﬁle (Fig. 3). These surveys were begun in
1975 on Powder River by Robert Meade, who has participated in
and supervised all subsequent surveys through 2014. Initially, dif-
ferent people assisted him, but starting in 1984, all surveys have
been done with John Moody and sometimes a third party member.
We have used the same automatic leveling instrument (Wild
NAK2, Wild Heerbrugg Instrument) during the entire time with
which we were able to repeat surveys with average elevation error
of 0.014–0.019 m [29], which gives an average error in cross-
sectional area of 1 m2.
Surveys were begun in 1996 on Spring Creek by John Moody
using the same automatic leveling instrument (Wild NAK2). He
has made all subsequent surveys with the help of different people
but primarily Deborah Martin and Lisa Pine. During 1997–1998, an
Fig. 2. Location of the study reach of Spring Creek near Denver, Colorado, USA, used to investigate the long-term effects of a ﬂood disturbance after the 1996 Buffalo Creek
wildﬁre, which burned about 80% of the watershed.
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the two end points of each of the 148 channel cross sections
together in a 3-dimensional, arbitrary coordinate system. This
instrument was used for four surveys in 1997 and for two surveys
in 1998, which provided multiple values for the x-, y-, and z-coor-
dinates of the monumented end points of each cross section.
Subsequent surveys (20 from 1998 through 2014) were then
repeated using the same automatic leveling instrument (Wild
NAK2) with similar elevation errors as for the cross-sectional sur-
veys on Powder River.
2.3. Spatial location
In order for the data collected during long-term geomorphic
studies to have any value for future studies, it is absolutely critical
that these channel cross sections can be re-located in the ﬁeld in
the future [12]. The major source of error for the re-survey of the
shoreline of outer Cape Cod by Zeigler et al. [51,52] was ‘‘the failure
to re-occupy the exact point of origin’’. Initially, each cross section
on Powder River was monumented by driving 1–2 pieces of 1.2-m
long, 12-mm diameter ‘‘rebar’’ into the ground. Generally, one
monument was at station 0.0 always on the left bank (left bank
is on the left as one faces downstream) and nearly ﬂush with the
ground (Fig. 4). A second monument for securing the metric tagline
to measure distance across the river from station 0.0 was left stick-
ing out of the ground 0.10–0.20 m and was on the line of section
about 1 meter away from the ﬁrst monument. A similar pair ofmonuments was established on the right bank. In hind sight for
Powder River, the monuments should be farther apart (3–4 m)
to facilitate erecting range markers at both monuments to deter-
mine the line of section if both monuments on the other side of
the river have been lost or destroyed.
Later, brass benchmarks were installed in re-enforced concrete
(ﬁlling a hole about 1 m deep) whose top was nearly ﬂush with
the ground surface. Eachbenchmarkwas located relative to sea level
(National Geodetic Vertical Datumof 1929, NGVD29) by surveying a
loop between the benchmark and established U.S. Coast and
Geodetic benchmarks. Initially, the latitude and longitudes were
scaled from7.5-minUSGS topographicmaps to an accuracy of about
10–20 m. In 1998, the location (latitude and longitude) of all bench-
marks and monuments were again resurveyed using a differential
GPS (Global Positioning System, Trimble Pro XRS; NAD83, North
American Datum of 1983) with an average horizontal precision of
0.6 ± 0.2 m [31]. Large-scale maps (e.g., Fig. 4) were prepared show-
ing the benchmark location with nearby monuments relative to
local landmarks [29,31]. These maps have proven to be invaluable
in re-locating some cross sections, which had not been resurveyed
for 10 or more years and sediment had buried the monuments.
Finally, all cross sections have been located on Google Earth maps
(https://earth. google.com/) using the coordinates determined dur-
ing the differential GPS surveys.
In Spring Creek a similar procedure was followed, but because
initially there were numerous channel cross sections (148) spaced
about 10 m apart, only every tenth cross section was monumented.
Fig. 3. Cross-section proﬁles made before and after the extreme ﬂood on Powder River during May 1978. Vertical scale is 5 horizontal scale. All views are down river. Cross-
sectional areas of erosion are red and areas of deposition are blue. Complete cross-sectional survey data are reported by Moody and Meade [29] and listed on the website
(http://dx.doi.org/10.5066/F70Z719C). Terraces surfaces are labeled at the end of each cross-section. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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long ‘‘rebar’’ (the length of the ‘‘rebar’’ was determined by the
depth to bedrock) at each end of the cross section, but in somelocations with exposed bedrock a nail was used. Other channel
cross sections were marked with the cross section number on a
small, yellow-plastic ﬂag (3 cm x 3 cm) attached to a thin rigid
Fig. 4. An example of a large-scale map that shows the azimuth of the cross section, location of the benchmark (BM), and nearby monuments (12-mm-diameter steel rods)
relative to local landmarks. Note that nails in trees are not permanent because the tree can grow around the nail or if the nail is located too high (>1 m above the ground) its
location can change if the tree is cut down by beavers. Fence posts are semi-permanent because fence lines can be changed; however, some wooden fence posts on Powder
River have been in the same location for more than 35 years and appear to be on the order of 60 years old.
J.A. Moody et al. / GeoResJ 6 (2015) 164–174 169wire (often used to mark water sprinkler head locations in lawns).
These markers are for year-to-year re-location and must be
renewed if the ﬂags are missing or unreadable. Initially, all end
points (monuments and ﬂags) were surveyed with a Nikon 720
DTM total station so that each cross-channel section is
located relative to each of the other sections in three-dimensional
space. Selected monuments were located using a GPS (Global
Positioning System) survey grade system (Trimble 4700 Rover
and 4800 Base station) in a UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator)
coordinate system. From these data the location and elevation
(NGVD29) of monuments for 58 channel cross sections
(spaced 20–30 m apart) were determined, and the coordinates of
the monuments were calculated with an accuracy of 0.1 m
horizontally and 0.01 m of elevation ([32], Appendix 7).
Current (ca. 2014) hand-held GPS units can direct a person to
within a radius of about 5–10 m of a monument location
depending on the signal reception that is a function of the terrain
relief. A person must then search for the monument using the
large-scale maps showing the location of the monuments relative
to local landmarks. On Powder River, we have recently begun to
mark each monument with a small, yellow-plastic ﬂag and have
written the cross-channel section identiﬁcation number and the
station (distance from the left-bank monument at 0.0 m) on the
ﬂag using a black permanent marker. This is especially necessary
when there are multiple monuments within a 5–10 m search
radius. Marker ink slowly fades when exposed to sunlight so that
information on the ﬂags is checked every visit and renewed, or if
necessary, the yellow-plastic ﬂags are replaced.
2.4. Photographs
Channel cross-section proﬁles preserve the geomorphic changes
at vertical planes across the streams, whereas aerial photographs
preserve the changes projected onto a horizontal plane. Ground-
level photographs, especially repeat photographs taken at differenttimes at the same location, are also important in recording geo-
morphic change that includes eroding banks and terraces, forma-
tion of new depositional bars and logjams, and macroscopic
channel features such as large boulders, bedrock outcrops, steps,
falls, and pools (Fig. 5). Recently, Google Earth has uploaded
aerial photographs for several dates, which include the study reach
along Powder River between Moorhead and Broadus, Montana,
and the study reach of Spring Creek. Special aerial photos
were obtained for Powder River in 1977 and following the
extreme ﬂood of 1978 but these are not yet available on
Google Earth. High resolution stereo photos (1:3000 and
1:12000) were obtained for Spring Creek for 1996, 1997, 1998,
and 1999 (see list in Appendix 3, [32]) and also are not yet avail-
able on Google Earth.
Numerous ground-level photographs (ﬁrst 35-mm slides and
more recently digital images) have been taken since the studies
were begun at both sites. The 35-mm slides were annotated with
metadata information (e.g., Cross-section ID, date, view up or
downriver, approximate compass direction, stationing along the
cross section, river, scale, and brief description of the feature high-
lighted in the photo) on the slide itself and stored in plastic slider
holders (20 slides) in 3-ring binders. Digital photos have been
annotated with a lengthy title that includes some metadata men-
tioned above and stored on desktop computer with an external
backup. Field notes have more details for some of the photos and
are stored with the photos in our ofﬁces. Photographs selected to
characterize cross sections are included on the Powder River
website (under the Narrative & Photos tab, Table 1), and the meta-
data appear in a caption.
2.5. Ancillary data
Geomorphic change after disturbance at both sites depends on
stream ﬂow and the character of the sediment in the channel
and the sediment that forms the channel banks. Archiving this type
Fig. 5. Paired ground-level photos of Spring Creek looking downstream before (top)
and after (bottom) an extreme ﬂood on 12 July 1996. Photos were provided by the
United States Forest Service, South Platte Ranger District. (Top) 5 June 1996. The
channel has a beaver pond in the foreground and willow and evergreen trees
growing in the channel but singed by the wildﬁre, which burned in May 1996.
(Bottom) 16 July 1996. Pond and trees have been removed by the ﬂood whose water
depth was on the order of 2–3 m as shown by the scoured bank on the left and the
sediment removed from around the ‘‘house-sized boulder’’ at right center.
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the case of Powder River, stream gages have been operated at
Moorhead, at the beginning of the study reach, and at Broadus atTable 1
Primary and ancillary data available on the website for Powder River.
Tab Description
Home Overview of Powder River with typical photo
Cross-
Section data
Raw survey data of horizontal station, level reading, and equivalen
Narrative &
Photos
A historical summary of geomorphic changes from start of the stud
photos
Discharge Historical daily discharges are listed in cubic feet per second and in c
the discharge from 1975 to 2014. There are plots showing daily di
calendar year (January-December). Link to real-time water dischar
http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/uv?site_no=06324500
http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/dvstat?referred_module=sw&search
selection_links
References Publications are listed that are direct products of the research on P
publications
Data-Available Bar graph showing the years for which data are available for each
1978 Overbank
sediment
Horizontal distribution of thickness and selected particle-size distr
transects across the valley
Cross-Section-
Locations
Location of at least one monument on each side of the river
http://wwwbrr.cr.usgs.gov/projects/GEOMORPH_Powder_River/.
http://dx.doi.org/10.5066/F70Z719C.the end of the reach by the USGS. The gage at Moorhead has been
operated continuously as a stream gage since 1929 and from 1974
through 1996 as a sediment station. Stream ﬂow and suspended
sediment were also measured at Broadus but only from 1974
through September 1992. Stream ﬂow data for both stations are
available at the NWIS website (http://waterdata.usgs.gov/usa/
nwis/nwisman/?site_no=06324500&agency_cd=USGS) and thus
have already been archived. Historical records indicate ﬁve types
of ﬂoods on Powder River [31,36], and the associated suspended-
sediment size distribution and concentrations vary depending on
the type of ﬂood and can be as large as 52,000 mg L1 [31]. Data
showing the accumulation of overbank sediment deposits on river
terraces during the ﬂood of 1978 were compiled along transects
across Powder River valley. These data made possible the com-
putation of a complete sediment budget for the monitored reach
of Powder River during the ﬂood of 1978 [35].
In the case of Spring Creek some stream-ﬂow data are available
for the gage (06701970, Spring Creek above mouth near South
Platte, Colorado) at the upstream end of the study reach on the
NWIS website (http://waterdata.usgs.gov/co/nwis/nwisman/?site_
no=06701970&agency_cd=USGS) from April 1997 through
September 2003. In 2010, a modiﬁed Parshall ﬂume [16] was
installed in Spring Creek to provide additional stream ﬂow records
through 2013. As yet these data have not been preserved on an
ofﬁcial USGS website. No sediment data were collected at the ofﬁ-
cial USGS gage, but measurements of bed sediment, suspended
sediment, and sediment transported as bedload were made as part
of the research program and were published in a hard copy format
[32,28]. Both publications are available from the USGS Publications
Warehouse website (http://pubs.er.usgs.gov/).3. Preservation methods
Because of the value of long-term data sets [21], we wanted to
preserve the data records from both sites, but also wanted people
to have access to the raw data for their own use. Two potential uses
were envisioned. First, people could download raw data records for
further analysis to answer new scientiﬁc questions, and second,
people could re-locate and re-survey the channel cross sections
at some time in the future (if surveys are no longer being made)
to extend the long-term geomorphic time series. ‘‘Hardcopies’’ of
the Powder River data have already been published for dataType Form Availability
Text Exists
t elevation above sea level Primary MS
Excel
Data for 17 of 24
cross sections
y to the present time with oblique Primary MS
Word
Data for 17 of 24
cross sections
ubic meters per second. A plot shows
scharge for each day of the each
ge and daily values statistics:
Ancillary MS
Excel
1975–2014
_site_no=06324500&format=sites_
owder River and additional related Ancillary pdf Available
cross section Ancillary MS
Excel
All 24 cross
sections
ibution at some location along Ancillary MS
Excel
Not available
Primary JPEG
images
All 24 cross
sections
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the USGS Publications Warehouse (http://pubs.er.usgs.gov/), but
we have found these are frequently difﬁcult to discover and require
the additional labor-intensive step of data entry if the data are
going to be analyzed digitally. Therefore, the obvious solution,
was to digitize the raw data ourselves and put them on an open-
access website, but also include on the website: (1) data collected
after 1998, (2) metadata, (3) ancillary data, (4) a listing of any pre-
vious publications related to interpretation of the data, and (5) any
data reports that preserve the data in a ‘‘hardcopy’’ format. It is
possible that in the future, the internet may not be the permanent
repository (e.g., [2,20]) that people now imagine, and ‘‘hardcopies’’
of the data are still an alternative backup.
Geomorphic data from Spring Creek were analyzed and sum-
marized in a data report [32]. A compact disc (CD) was cut of all
the raw data discussed in the data report and was initially dis-
tributed with the report. Though the data report is now available
at the USGS Publications Warehouse (http://pubs.er.usgs.gov/) the
contents of the CD are not accessible online. Thus, we decided to
also preserve the geomorphic data records from Spring Creek on
another website, which is being created and will be modeled after
the Powder River website. Both sites will be updated periodically
and improved. The ﬂexibility of the website format rather than a
repository will allow additional ancillary data to be added easily.
A critical component for the Powder River website was to
obtain a DataCite.org digital object identiﬁer (DOI) for the website
[37], which was done using the USGS DOI creation tool (http://
mercury-ops2.ornl.gov/DOI/) developed in collaboration with
Department of Energy’s Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
Mercury Consortium. Without this identiﬁer, we found that the
website hovered deep within layers of the USGS public internet
below the discovery level of most web crawlers. The ‘‘DOI’’ allows
a search engine to quickly ﬁnd and display the website because the
DataCite.org is crawled nightly by standard search engines – other-
wise a person must take time to ferret out the website, given that
they know it exists. Although some of the stream-ﬂow records are
archived on the USGS ofﬁcial website (NWIS), we also decided to
include the water discharge and sediment data to make the web-
site a ‘‘one-stop-shopping’’ site for potential researchers.
The Powder River website has several tabs that allow a person
to access different data information (Table 1). Basic geomorphic
data records are Excel ﬁles for each channel cross section listed
under the ‘‘Cross-Section Data’’ tab (Table 1). ‘‘Raw’’ data are listed
in separate worksheets within an Excel ﬁle for each cross-sectional
survey date. Excel worksheets are machine readable and contain
two ‘‘raw’ data values equal to the horizontal stationing along a
cross-section starting from a point (0.0 m) of the left bank (on a
person’s left when facing downstream) and readings (foresight,
FS) of a surveying rod that equal the vertical distance of the point
on the ground below the line-of-sight of the surveying instrument.
The only work ﬂow required is to subtract these FS readings
(actually a backsight, in traditional survey nomenclature) from
the elevation of the line-of-sight of the surveying instrument (see
HI or Instrument elev., Table 2), which is determined by adding
the FS reading (e.g., 1.372 m for PR180 or 4.172 m for XS187 in
Table 2) to the elevation of a known vertical reference point
(benchmark, PIN, Table 2). Metadata are included in the header
rows of each worksheet of the Excel data ﬁles (Table 2) along with
a small plot showing the cross-sectional proﬁle for the current
survey and for the previous survey to create a visual image of
the change between surveys (see Fig. 3 for examples).
Several tabs refer to ancillary data that may be vital in the
future for new interpretations of the geomorphic data record.
Files under the Narrative & Photos Tab have two components.
First is a chronological description of the changes, some of which
have been acquired through discussions with the local peoplewho live on the river and observe it throughout the year (e.g.,
[15]) and the second is opportunistic photographs. These are obli-
que photographs taken mostly at ground level by ourselves
throughout the years to document some geomorphic processes.
In hindsight, periodic repeat photographs showing landscape
change [6] also should have been taken from a ﬁxed photo point
[22] at each cross section (e.g., Fig. 3), which would have comple-
mented the cross-section data records. However, sometimes the
river will ‘‘capture’’ a photo point chosen to show small-scale
details of a geomorphic process such as bank erosion. A photo
point, chosen far enough away and perhaps above the river to
ensure permanence, will lack detail at certain spatial scales but
may provide a time-series record (e.g., http://dx.doi.org/10.5066/
F70Z719C; click Narrative&Photo Tab; click PR120 Narrative &
Photos). That being said, multiple photo points at each cross sec-
tion become time consuming and may reduce the limited time
available for collecting the basic raw geomorphic data. At the pre-
sent time, the photographic component is ﬁrst scanned (if they are
the older 35-mm slides) and imported into a Microsoft Powerpoint
ﬁle where annotations can be added to the photos (e.g., red line to
show line of cross section or red circle to indicate a person for
scale), captions are written that describe the metadata (e.g., date,
view, water discharge, location of cross section in photograph,
and geomorphic feature), and the photographs are organized in a
chronological sequence. The narrative component (Microsoft
Word ﬁle) and the photographic component are converted to
individual pdfs (portable document format), and then the two pdfs
are combined into one pdf using Acrobat Adobe Pro. A possible
‘‘next step’’ may be to include the metadata, now in the captions,
within the comment ﬁeld of the exif (exchangeable image ﬁle
format) portion of the digital photo so that it is automatically
transferred with the photo. However, images scanned from older
35-mm slides will lack information about the original camera
automatically added to the exif by newer digital cameras.
Additionally, storing metadata in this fashion will limit the ability
to annotate individual photos, and to organize the photographs
into a logical sequence.
Thehistoricwaterdischargedata are also ancillarydata. Discharge
data for Powder River reside in a USGS database (NWIS: http://wa-
terdata.usgs.gov/nwis) under the USGS site number 06324500) and
for Spring Creek under the USGS site number 06701970, but have
been added to the website in a Microsoft Excel ﬁle for easy access.
In addition to thewater-discharge data, someancillary data are avail-
able on each NWIS website (e.g., speciﬁc conductance, suspended-
sediment concentration, suspended sediment discharge, and sodium
adsorption ratio). Another possible ‘‘next step’’ is to list the historic
suspended-sedimentdata (there arenobed-loaddata) on thewebsite
for Powder River. These data represent daily suspended-sediment
samples collectednear the center of theﬂowandperiodic depth-inte-
grated cross-sectional measurements from the bridges at Moorhead
and Broadus, Montana (http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/inventory/
?site_no=06324500&agency_cd=USGS). Some of these data have
been analyzed and published to characterize different types of ﬂoods
on Powder River [31] and as a sediment budget for the extreme ﬂood
of 1978 [35]; but they will also be essential for some future analysis
and interpretation of the basic geomorphic data. A ‘‘next step’’ is then
toupload theoverbanksedimentdatacollectedafter theﬂoodof1978
beyond the channel andacross theﬂoodplain fromvalley edge toval-
ley edge. These data coupledwith the valley cross sectionsmeasured
as extensions of some channel cross sections would be suitable for
future ﬂood inundation modeling of ﬂow and sediment deposition,
Spatial locations of the end points of channel cross sections are
considered primary data and are listed under the ‘‘Cross-Section-
Locations’’ tab. In general, most Powder River cross-sections are
spaced too far apart (2–8 km) for some process models with scales
of several river widths, but may be useful for ﬂood modeling.
Table 2
Examples of metadata contained in the header rows of the Excel ﬁles listed under the ‘‘Cross-Section Data’’ Tab of Table 1.
PR180 Azimuth = 102.0 Magnetic
Survey date: 30-Sep-95
Survey Party: Wild level J. Moody
Rod B. Meade Location (NAD 83)
Latitude Longitude
Benchmark PR180 950.018 m 45.322172 105.542388
Instrument elev. (m) 1.372 951.390 m
Station (m) FS (m) Elev. NGVD 1929 (m) Difference (m) Comments
62.0 1.240 950.150 – NEW 45.330961 105.543933
40.0 1.398 949.992 0.002 PIN, slightly bent – –
30.0 – – – PIN, lost to river – –
73.0 2.259 949.131 0.004 PIN 45.330413 105.542391
103.4 – 948.963 – PIN – –
111.3 – 949.776 – PIN 45.330261 105.541955
Spring Creek XS187
Survey date: 13-Jun-14
Survey Party: Wild Level J. Smith IV
Rod J. Moody
Reference elev. LB pin 1881.42 m, pin driven down on 6 Aug 1998
Auxillary elev. RB pin 1884.31 m, Appendix 7, WRIR 01-4122 [32]
Instrument HI 4.172 1885.596 m
Instrument HI 4.172 2007.602 m UTM coordinates
Zone 13
Station (m) FS (m) Arbitrary Elev. (m) Difference (m) Comment North (m) East (m)
0.0 – 2003.429 – LB PIN 4360182.8 485284.9
35.4 2.451 2005.151 0.004 RB PIN 4360158.4 485259.7
36.5 1.913 2005.689 – 2nd RB PIN
PR, Powder River; 180 is distance in kilometers downstream from the mouth of Crazy Woman Creek in Wyoming; Station, distance measured from arbitrary reference point
on the left bank (as facing downstream) of the channel; FS, foresight; Elev. NGVD29, elevation relative to the National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929; Difference is
difference in elevation between current survey and the previous survey; NAD 83, North American Datum of 1983, which is a horizontal reference datum; PIN or pin, 12-mm
diameter steel rod used as a monument to locate the ends of each cross section; XS, cross section; LB, left bank; RB, right bank; HI, height of instrument; UTM, Universal
Transverse Mercator; Arbitrary Elev., elevation used before the absolute elevation referenced to sea level was determined, and for this example Elev. = Arbitrary
Elev.  121.085 m. PR180 is presently of the Powder River website, and Spring Creek XS187 will be the probable format for the Spring Creek website.
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Powder River (Fig. 1, upstream and downstream from PR167 and
PR180) additional cross sections have been established, but are
not yet on the website. These cross sections are 0.4–1.0 km apart
at PR167 and 33–90 m apart at PR180, and would be suitable for
future use in process model studies of meander migration, point-
bar processes, and evolution of a ‘‘natural river’’. At present, the
latitude–longitude of some monuments and the benchmark loca-
tions (see Table 2) are plotted on two jpeg (joint photographic
experts group) images (at different scales) downloaded from
Google Earth and uploaded under the ‘‘Cross-Section-Locations’’
tab. A ‘‘next step’’ is to generate and upload KML (Keyhole
Markup Language) or KMZ (Keyhole Markup Zip) ﬁles that will
allow people to directly access the images using Google Earth
and select the appropriate scale for their needs. At the present, a
ﬁnal ‘‘step’’ is to upload a master list of all latitude and longitudes
and equivalent UTM coordinates for all channel cross sections,
which will facilitate importing the cross-section data into a model
rather than extracting the latitude–longitude information from
individual cross-section data ﬁles.
4. Summary
Long-term records of geomorphic data that document processes
following large ﬂoods are valuable legacies for future scientiﬁc
research. Data records have accumulated from two long-term (40
and 18 years as of 2014) monitoring studies following geomorphic
disturbances of an extreme ﬂood on Powder River in southeastern
Montana and wildﬁre followed by a catastrophic ﬂood in the
Colorado Front Range Mountains near Denver, Colorado, but atthe present time, no national repository exists to preserve in
perpetuity this type of geomorphic data. We elected to preserve
these records on a website because it: (1) provides world-wide
accessibility to the data, (2) allows new data to be uploaded as they
become available, (3) provides the basic ‘‘raw’’ data for future
analysis and to complement new or multidisciplinary research,
and (4) furnishes future researchers with the information to re-lo-
cate sites. If sites are to be re-surveyed in the future, it is necessary
that consistent procedures be followed to ensure that the sites can
indeed be found. Thus, we have ‘‘lessons learned’ related to the
website development, ‘‘next steps’’ or improvements to the web-
site, and ‘‘recommendations’’ to ensure the future ﬁeld sites, like
those described in this paper, can be found and re-surveyed in
the future to extend the value of these original long-term data
records of geomorphic change following disturbances.
Lessons learned for preserving geomorphic data records
1. A digital object identiﬁer (DOI) is critical to provide web site
accessibility worldwide by quick recognition and access by
internet search engines.
2. A website is dynamic. It preserves existing data, but allows new
data to be easily uploaded as they become available if the
research project is still active. Repositories may not be as ﬂexi-
ble and tend to preserve only datasets that do not change
because the research project has been terminated.
3. Every aspect of metadata cannot be anticipated. Thus a ﬂexible
systemandpatience areneeded formaking revisions in the future.
4. Currently at the USGS, an intermediate person is needed to load
and edit the website. It may be more efﬁcient for those who
generate the data to have direct access to the website.
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published, but a website such as the one described here must
include all the data to be comprehensive. Thus, the work to
build ﬁles, to upload, and to verify data can be orders of
magnitude greater than writing an interpretive paper.
6. All links need to be tested once changes or new ﬁles have been
added to the website.
7. Updates to the web software may be needed in the future to be
able to keep the data accessible.
8. Hard copies of the data still need to be kept by respective ofﬁces
in case of widespread internet failures.
Next steps to improve our data preservation website
1. List the historic suspended-sediment data currently on the
NWIS on our website for Powder River.
2. Upload more ancillary data such as the 1978 overbank sediment
data.
3. Explore the use of the ‘exif’ portion of digital photographs as a
means of storing and transferring metadata with each individ-
ual photograph.
4. Explore the use of geospatial datasets and mappers.
5. Upload large-scale maps showing the location of monuments
and benchmarks (on both sides of the channel) relative to local
landmarks.
6. Generate and upload KML or KMZ ﬁles of smaller-scale maps
showing the location of each cross section relative to large land-
scape features.
7. Upload scans of ﬁeld-notes where appropriate.
Recommendations for preserving the location of geomorphic
research sites for future research
1. Install two monuments (e.g., 12-mm diameter steel rods) on
each side of the channel at least one to two channel widths onto
the ﬂood plain if possible. They should be separated by a dis-
tance that is about 1–3% of the length of the cross section to
ensure that range markers (vertical poles) can be put next to
the monuments and used to re-establish the orientation of
the cross section if the set of monuments is lost from the oppo-
site side of the river. Monuments and benchmarks need to
penetrate far enough into the ground to ensure they will be
stable and not subject to vertical movement by freezing and
thawing of the soil.
2. Measure and record the azimuth of the cross section.
3. Determine the latitude and longitude of all monuments and
benchmarks with an uncertainty on the order of ±5–10 m or
less. Use high-resolution GPS units when possible.
4. Show the location of the monuments and benchmarks on a
small-scale map (i.e., similar to those generated by Google
Earth) that shows landmarks such as roads, stream channels,
power lines, buildings, and topographic features. This map
should get a person to within about 50 m of the monuments
or benchmarks, and a hand-held GPS unit should get a person
to within 5–10 m using the latitude and longitudes determined
in 3 above.
5. Prepare a large-scale map showing distances from ‘‘permanent’’
local landmarks (e.g., fence posts, trees, and structures) to
monuments and benchmarks on each side of the channel. This
map should get a person to within ±0.1 m. An alternative, at
sites with abundant landscape features such as canyon walls
with rock outcrops or channel margins with large ‘‘immove-
able’’ rocks and boulders, is to take pictures of the monuments
and benchmarks. However, this alternative does not necessarily
enable someone to get within ±0.1 m, but nevertheless are
helpful.6. Mark each monument and benchmark with some kind of ﬂag-
ging, which has the stationing written on the ﬂagging. The sta-
tioning is essential because sometimes a single monument is
found but without knowing the stationing a person does not
know which monument has been found. Knowing the
stationing makes it easy to ﬁnd the second monument. The
ﬂagging is not a permanent marker, but will last for several
years. It can save an enormous amount of time searching for
monuments.
7. Find durable markers to replace ﬂags that are currently used to
mark Spring Creek cross sections.
8. Replace lost monuments and benchmarks and record the
locations.
9. Keep detailed records of instrument types, resolution, and hori-
zontal and vertical datum.
We hope that the availability of our data will encourage some
scientists to use our data and perhaps to establish long-term
monitoring sites of landscape processes or to continue existing
‘‘short-term’’ monitoring sites and to preserve their records. And,
we also hope that someone might be interested in extending and
preserving the geomorphic records we have already started in
response to ﬂood disturbances on Powder River and Spring Creek.
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